Your Psychotronic Twirler Kit
How to Fold, Assemble, and Hang your Twirler
https://bobhurt.wordpress.com/2016/06/03/the-psychotronic-double-inverted-cheops-pyramidtwirler/
Your twirler kit comes in an envelope containing this instruction sheet. The kit includes one sheet of
printed template on card stock paper as above (colors might differ), optional double-sided sticky tape
affixed to the edges you must stick together, and optional length of thread or monofilament fishing line.
If the kit does not have the tape or thread, you must use your own glue or tape to stick the edges
together, and your own thread if you wish to hang the twirler. If the template doesn’t come precut, you must cut it along the solid lines. If the template doesn’t come pre-scored, you must score
the paper along the dotted lines to facilitate folding. To score it, align a ruler along each dotted line
and run the a spoon edge along the ruler while pressing firmly to put a indentation groove in the
paper exactly on top of the line.
Your objective: cut along solid lines, fold along dotted lines, form the dual pyramid shape, stick the
edges together with thread in place through the center of the shape and at least one end panel,
tuck the end panels together to form a box, hang the twirler from the ceiling, doorway, or light
fixture so it will catch the breeze and twirl “Pyramid Power” into your space. The assembled twirler
should look like the photos shown on the right.
Carefully fold the end panels backs toward the body backs along the dotted lines and crease them. Fold
the faces together along the diagonal dotted lines starting at one end. Fold the backs together along the
perpendicular dotted lines. Press the back of a spoon down as you run it along each fold to crease it.
When you finish folding, accordion style and flat, you should have a star shape. Then fold inward on the
end panels, pull them together, and you have the basic twirler shape. To hang it, poke a hole at the X of
the end panel, run the thread through the hole and the apex, fasten a small card to the end, and pull the
loose end tight. Tuck in the end panels and stick the side edges together. Hang it by the thread.

For pre-printed twirler templates, contact Bob Hurt, bob@bobhurt.com, 727 669 5511.
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